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Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul 

 

29. Airplane 

 

Attribute: The card of expansion. 

 

General Meaning: Overseas travel, international connections, things are 

taking off. 

 

Soul Goal: To release your fears and excess baggage. 

 

 

 

The Wright brothers are credited for being pioneers of aviation. I doubt they could have imagined the 
advancements in air flight when they first powered, sustained and controlled Airplane flight in 1903. 
The world’s borders opened and Airplane fight became affordable and accessible. The invention of 
Airplanes also altered the way wars were fought. To ensure safety, passenger flights are now required 
to calculate baggage weights and maintain a specific limit. 

For the soul to continue to evolve, there must be regular review points. Before boarding an Airplane, 
we’re prompted to carefully check our baggage to ensure we’re not carrying excess weight. It’s 
necessary to regularly take stock of whether we’re carrying too heavy a load. Sometimes that load 
involves bearing the weight of someone else’s responsibilities and we may continue to do so out of a 
sense of obligation. 

It takes courage to invite new experiences and to travel to new lands. The further we stray from home, 
the less in control we can feel (perhaps in some people this is where a fear of flying comes from?). 
Taking flight towards new experiences carries an infinite number of “what ifs”. What if there’s a 
problem with my online booking? What if I lose my passport? What if my flight is cancelled? What if I 
miss my flight? What if I run into trouble? What if I get probed by airport security!?? 

Advice 

The Airplane card encourages you to be prepared to let go of old baggage that may have been limiting 
your potential to expand. Read the luggage tags and identify whether you’re carrying someone else 
stuff around. If so, make the choice to leave it at the baggage claim point to circle the carousal 
indefinitely. You’re responsible for your own happiness, and they’re responsible for theirs.  

The Airplane card acknowledges that you’re more than ready to spread your wings. Be prepared to 
release any fear-driven need to control outcomes and trust that there’s a grand design at play. Fasten 
your seatbelt and get ready to embrace new adventures that are coming your way. Your soul earned 
its wings long before you were born into this lifetime. It has been waiting for your permission to take 
off and fly toward a life of infinite potentials. Now is that time. 

 


